This center is limited to **twelve** children at any given time.

**Materials:**
- 17 library books
- fence
- canopy
- earth puzzle
- chalk
- foam mats

**Procedure:**
1. **Library books:** Book should be treated with respect. Books should be stored in the tub.
2. **Puzzle:** Puzzle should be put back in the box and covered at the end of the two center periods.
3. **Chalk Drawing:** A large earth was drawn. Children may color it in or make their own drawings on the asphalt ONLY. At the end of the first center period, drag the foam mats over the drawings to reveal a new earth.

**Note:** Limit may not be necessary. The first rotation went a long. Teachers used center to read to majority of children who were done with the other centers. Having a designated person to man this center with a vision of the earth chalk designs would have been advantageous.